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Winning images inside
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Staff Writer
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A local child is one of countless observers spread along Nevada Avenue to watch the miles-long funeral procession of fallen CSPD ofﬁcer, Detective Jared Jensen. Thousands of emergency response vehicles from across the
southwest region composed the caravan.

Fallen ofﬁcer mourned across city
Andrew Jones
Managing Editor

Black ribbons hung solemnly on
teary-eyed mothers obviously
overwhelmed with the emotion
of the afternoon, even as they
had to rein in their eager toddlers trying to get a better look
at the ﬂashing red, yellow, and
blue lights on Nevada Avenue.
A six or seven-year-old girl
held American and Colorado
ﬂags in one hand and gripped a
pink sign that read “God bless
the good guys” in her other.
A sunburnt homeless man

with his dirty gray wool hat
pulled ﬂush over one eye said,
“Too bad about that cop—I met
him once, you know. He was a
nice guy. I generally don’t like
cops—but he gave me a sandwich.”
At three o’clock in the afternoon on Monday, February 27,
hundreds of Colorado Springs’
denizens opted to stand in the
70 degree February heat along
Nevada Avenue to watch fallen
Colorado Springs Police Department ofﬁcer Jared Jensen’s
miles-long funeral procession.
An estimated 100 agencies

of regional ofﬁcers composed
the caravan: police, ﬁreﬁghters, paramedics, military police,
rescue workers, search and rescue, park service, and government agencies. Spanning from
The New Life Church—where
Jensen’s funeral service took
place—to the Police Operations
Center in downtown Colorado
Springs, the thousands of emergency response vehicles crawled
forward to honor the 30-year-old
CSPD veteran who was gunned
down on Wednesday, February
22, only a few blocks from the

Continued on page 2

Eco-friendly groups in Camelot

First (Green) Roundtable facilitates cooperation, not dissonance
Laura Dudnick
Features Editor

A greener world is on its way.
Representatives from nine
campus groups invested in ecosustainability issues met at 7:30
p.m. on Wednesday March 8 to
discuss their individual foci and
create bonds among the different groups. Each group centers
around issues pertaining to sustainable and outdoor passions
and spoke brieﬂy about their
goals, motives, and plans for the
future.
Sophomore Katie Eberle,
head of the Mountain House
Themed Learning Community
in Mathias, organized the meeting. Eberle wanted to create an
environment where student
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Green Roundtable founder, sophomore Katie Eberle.

groups dealing with different
issues but who have one common goal—to make our world
more green—could come together, recognize one another,
and share their ideas.
“[Our mission statement is]
to bring together the heads and
co-heads of all campus groups
that are based around green initiatives and eco-sustainability
in order to create a forum where
both students and faculty can
explain their own missions and
learn about others’. The green
roundtable will provide a progressive conversation among
campus green groups so that
they can communicate and collaborate for an efﬁciently green

Continued on page 2

Gabriel Gonzales was an 18
year-old Colorado Springs resident, an expecting father, and a
stable member of the work force
until a phone call changed his
life. Crime Stoppers, an organization that allows the public to
assist law enforcement in solving crimes, received a tip on
December 30 that implicated
Gonzales Gonzales for a homicide that occurred more than a
month prior.
At 1:45 a.m. on November 21, Thomas Kinslow was
gunned down on the 3900 block
of E. Constitution in Colorado
Springs. The murder of the 20
year-old Pikes Peak Community
College student and Hollywood
Video employee with no known
enemies left detectives in the
dark. The eyewitness accounts
were inconsistent on everything
from the number of shots ﬁred
to the race of the suspect—the
crime remained unsolved. On
December 14 local news stations
announced that the Kinslow
family put out an additional
reward on top of the El Paso
County Crime Stopper compensation for information leading
to the conviction of a homicide.
At the time of Gonzales’s fated
phone call an anonymous tipper
would earn $5,000.
By January 4 detectives
brought Gonzales in for questioning regarding his possession of a weapon and obtained
a search warrant for Gonzales’s
grandmother’s apartment. Kinslow’s murder was not mentioned to Gonzales during his
conversation with detectives,
but after police found a gun that
Gonzales admitted to own, they
kept him in custody. It later became apparent that Gonzales did

not know Kinslow and ballistics
testing showed that Gonzales’s
gun was not used in the murder.
Still, based on inconsistent and
contradictory statements detectives collected from co-workers
and friends, Gonzales is now
being charged with homicide.
Senior Alex Shaw works with
Gonzales’s aunt at the Dale
Street Cafe. “It’s weird that I
wasn’t really surprised when I
heard about it. But at the same
time it’s something that doesn’t
really happen every day and it’s
horrible.” Shaw attempted to
rally a group of students to appear at the preliminary hearing
last Thursday to support Gonzales. She emailed the Sacred
Grounds committee and told
friends, but the hearing was
scheduled to occur during normal school hours and she was
forced to attend the court hearing by herself.
On behalf of the family,
Shaw’s co-worker emphasized:
“We really appreciate you being
here.” While Gonzales’s relative couldn’t discuss the details
of the case with Alex, she knew
that the family was “hoping that
the case will be thrown out for
lack of evidence.”
Judge Gilbert Martinez previously ruled that the case ﬁle
will remain closed until the ‘ongoing investigation’ is wrapped,
thus few people understood the
prosecution’s case against Gonzales until the preliminary hearing. Jeff Schwartz, the public defender appointed to Gonzales’s
case, sees it as protection of the
defendant’s rights to a fair trial.
“As an attorney I don’t want a
case to be tried in the media, I
want it to be tried in the court
room.” Media coverage has
been limited because the case is

Continued on page 3
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Green Roundtable commences
Continued from front page

campus,” Eberle said.
The CC Sustainability Council spoke ﬁrst, made up of students, faculty, and staff individually appointed by President
Dick Celeste. The group reviews
anything that comes across his
desk for approval relating to
green issues on or around campus.
The Animal House was second, a Themed Learning Community in Mathias that focuses
on wildlife conservation. The
Animal House consists of 10
students and works to protect endangered species in the
southwest.
Following the Animal House
was the CC Farm, a group of
students who work with the
only farm in Colorado Springs,
the Venettucci Farm. While it
was once independent, the Venettucci Farm is now in partnership with the Pikes Peak Community Foundation. The CC
Farm committee is currently
seeking approval to fund adoption of three acres of the farm, to
be devoted to organic farming
and agricultural research. They
strive to create a community of
farmers and envision establishing sustainable farming within
reach of Colorado College.
The Environmental Action
group spoke next about their
environmental activism work.
EnAct, the ﬁrst club ever founded at CC, brings speakers to
campus to discuss green topicsand created the sharetheride.
org website where people in
search of rides can save gas by
collaborating with other drivers. On the ﬁrst Wednesday of
seventh block, EnAct will host
an organic Sodexho picnic on
the quad outside of Worner that
will include a silk-screening Tshirts activity. All students are

welcome to attend this opening celebration
for
“Earth
Block.”
The
ﬁfth
group
was
Roots
and
Shoots, a community service
organization
that
sends
CC students
to
elementary
schools
to work with kids and spread
awareness of environmental issues.
A volunteer worker from Sacred Grounds, the coffee house
in Shove Chapel that began
third block, spoke next. Consisting of four work-study workers
and a number of passionate volunteers, Sacred Grounds provides a hub for events such as
slide shows, movies and music,
as well as other various events.
Now open in the mornings from
7:45-8:50 a.m., as well as nights
from 9:00 p,m, until late, Sacred
Grounds serves only fair trade
and organic coffee, tea, and
mate. Sacred Grounds also offers space on their walls to post
information pertaining to sustainability and fair trade, and
plans to host lecturers for students to learn about the intentions and beneﬁts of fair trade.
Synergy House, located next
to Yampa Field, opened its
doors to residents in the fall of
2003, and currently houses six
students who care greatly about
keeping the world green. The
house recycles and composts all
of its waste, intends to run on
solar energy in the future, and
serves as an example of lowimpact living for the rest of the
CC community. The house has a
library of environmental books
and a potluck dinner every

Questionable conviction
Continued from front page
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month, both of which function
to expand knowledge of green
living. The next potluck will
take place on April 14.
The next group to speak, Environmental Now, focuses on
micro-environmental issues on
campus and in the Colorado
Springs community. Its members help houses off campus become more energy efﬁcient and
bring recycling campaigns to
local high schools, among other
activities, and is self-funded.
The ﬁnal group, and newest
to the CC green world, Buying
Back the Earth, uses money to
buy tradable pollution permits
from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Each year
the EPA allows a set number of
permits to be sold in a similar
fashion to stock market trading. Companies can bid and
buy these permits in an auction
form. Only a few universities in
the past have opted to buy these
permits in order to prevent
more harmful emissions into the
air, and Buying Back the Earth
hopes to work towards gaining
as many permits as possible.
Their next meeting will take
place on Monday March 13 at
12:15 p.m. in upstairs Worner.
For more information about
Green Roundtable and futuremeetings, contact Katie Eberle
at k_eberle@coloradocollege.edu.

sealed, but The Colorado
Springs Gazette reporter Scott
Rappold covered the previous
day’s preliminary hearing in an
articled published February 24.
In his journalistic opinion the
Judge’s decision is questionable.
“If you believe in the transparency of the justice system and
the public’s right to know, then
it’s bad if they close the ﬁle.”
Rappold’s story may have
raised awareness in the city,
but Colorado College students
are barely aware of Colorado
Springs news. Roberto Gonzales,
Gabriel’s uncle, CC ’92, knows
the potential that students have
to unite around a situation like
this. “We really need the help
and support of students . . . I am
trying to do all that I can for my
nephew, and getting more local
involvement is crucial,” he said.
As of now the group in support
of Gonzales, the Sol of Justice
Collective in association with
supportGonzales.org, has most
of its support in California and
Chicago.
At the preliminary hearing
most of the evidence presented
was circumstantial. Robin Chittum, the District Attorney prosecuting the case, pointed out
that “circumstantial evidence
sometimes solves cases” and ten
separate people said they heard
Gonzales talk about ﬁring shots
or admitting to shooting a man.
Roberto Gonzales counters: “At
best, these witnesses provide
hearsay testimony. Worse than
this, many of these witnesses
provide double or triple hearsay, having told detectives that
a friend or family member told
them that Gonzales told them
he did it. We believe this is part
of the conspiracy of those who
have originally tried to frame
Gonzales, as they have been

seen providing bribes to other
young people to corroborate
their story.”
Chittum’s arguments were
strong enough that the preliminary hearing did not provide the
solace the Gonzales family was
looking for. When the Judge delivered his ruling that there was
probable cause and signiﬁcant
proof, the Gonzales family was
speechless. The next day Gonzales’s girlfriend Nicole Estlick
shared her feelings about the
outcome by writing a response
to Rappold’s Gazette article: “He
didn’t do this and I can’t believe
this is happening to him. Hopefully God will keep holding
Gabe and everything will be ok
and his ‘friends’ will be paying
for lying.” The Judge ruled that
Gonzales remain in jail without
bond until his arraignment on
March 22 at 9:00 a.m..
At the end of the hearing
Judge Martinez asked the Gonzales family to leave ﬁrst and the
Kinslow family to remain in the
court room until they had made
their way out. When asked if
in his experience the race of the
victim and the defendant usually affect the tension in the court
room Public Defender Schwartz
said “Race isn’t as big of an issue for the families as one might
think. Usually the victim’s family and defendant’s family are
able to respect one another; although hotheads can prevail regardless of race.”
Estilck’s words coincide with
Schwartz’s statement. Even after
seeing the Kinslow family crying tears of relief and hugging
one another as Gonzales left the
court room. In her response to
Rappold’s article she wrote: “I
am so sorry to Kinlsow’s family
and may my heart and prayers
be with them.”
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Alex Mencer
Staff Writer

Phoenix, Arizona police ofﬁcer
Corbet Dean poured his heart
out through a lesser known art
form called slam poetry. Although many have heard of this
genre, only few have been able
to sit and witness the emotion,
power, and energy that makes a
great slam.
Fortunately, the CC community was lucky enough to have
a guest who knows just what it
takes to deliver such a spectacular performance. Dean, a semiﬁnalist at the National Poetry
Slam and the winner of numerous local slam titles across the
nation, brought his performance
to Sacred Grounds on February
28.
Some of the things he wrote
and
performed—particularly
with regards to being an ofﬁcer—stood out in distinct
contrast to the commonly perceived stereotype of cops. While
many of us might only know
cops through the experience of

getting a ticket, Dean’s performance shed light on an almost
entirely unknown aspect of the
difﬁculties and heart-wrenching emotions faced by cops on
a day-to-day basis. The subject
matter of the slam, combined
with the raw passion generated
by Dean’s delivery, produced a
remarkable effect on the small
crowd of listeners.
Dean began with a modest
introduction, reminiscing on
several past experiences doing
slam poetry, how he got into the
business, and a brief description
of being an ofﬁcer in Arizona.
From there, he immediately
launched into an impassioned,
poetic burst of emotion that was
sealed so perfectly only seconds
before. He described in vivid,
haunting details the horrors
cops witness, and the powerful
emotional undercurrent associated being exposed to people
suffering from drug addiction,
engulfed in violence, and experiencing destitute poverty.
Dean performed eight poems
in all, the subjects of each poem
ranging from the September at-
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tacks, nasty break-ups, and the
world of crime.
Two particular poems dealt
with some of the performer’s
most intense personal experiences. One poem described an
experience in 1994 where Dean
and two other ofﬁcers were shot.

This was the ﬁrst poem Dean
wrote and performed nearly 10
years ago, and it immediately
gave him critical acclaim. He
described the anguish of having
the world “close in” on oneself.
He exposed the anxiety of having to question whether being a
cop actually does make a difference in the world—a world that,
in so many respects, seems to be
ﬁlled to the brim with violence
and hate.
Another poem revealed the
helpless feeling of knowing that
a child is unsafe with her own
parents. Dean explored the terrible realization that no one person or group, not even Social
Services, could help a particular
little girl whose parents repeatedly neglected and mistreated
her. He described his numerous
appeals to authorities trying to
have the child removed from the
parents’ custody, but to no avail.
The end of the poem described
him learning that another ofﬁcer found the girl dead in a back
alley on account of her parents.
As Dean explained, the
secret of his poetry is not being

able to master or perfectly exhibit the emotion through rigorous practice; he claimed that
during each performance, he
truly does, in a way, almost relive the event that he describes.
If he is not able to relive the particular emotions associated with
the event, then the performance
suffers.
Dean’s poetry often investigates the darker side of life, or
in the case of a cop, the life of
sickness, poverty, crime, and
violence. What makes this particular performer’s slam poetry
unique is not only that it comes
from the perspective of a cop (a
perspective this ofﬁcer considered to be misrepresented), but
also that it comes from the heart
of a poet, thus lending a sheer
emotional passion to the already
unique insight.
Dean plans to retire from the
police force in ﬁve years. In the
meantime, he leaves all students
at CC with this simple message:
“Stand up, speak out, speak the
truth.”
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Colorado College campus.
Detective Jensen was shot
and killed at 10:30 a.m. by a .44
caliber handgun while attempting to arrest a fugitive wanted
for murder. He had radioed dispatch saying that he had spotted
the suspect near the intersection
of Costilla Street and Hancock
Avenue and he was about to
make the arrest. As Detective
Jensen approached, the fugitive
shot him once in the face. Jensen
fell to the ground, and the suspect stood over him and shot
him again in the head. Moments
later neighbors called to report
a shooting. Responding to the
calls, backup located Detective
Jensen on the sidewalk suffering
from two gunshot wounds. He
was transported to Memorial
Hospital where he succumbed
to his injuries at 12:10 p.m.
Jensen’s death was the ﬁrst
of a CSPD ofﬁcer in more than
two decades. The enormity of
last Monday’s funeral procession evidenced that he will be
remembered well.
The family of Detective Jensen arrived outside of the Police
Operations Center in black Cadillac limousines along with the
hearse that transported the cofﬁn in the procession.
The ﬁrst of the police cars
raced along the avenue to ensure that no dawdling trafﬁc
would inhibit a smooth procession. Then the slow, methodical chain of vehicles rolled with
lights ﬂashing to where friends,
family, and fellow ofﬁcers of Detective Jensen stood sunglassed
with arms around their backs or
akimbo. Black clothed civilians
wandered through the crowd
attempting to emote sympathy
towards the fallen ofﬁcer’s family and friends; some passersby
offered condolences, but mostly, people quietly stood and
watched.
Motorcycle ofﬁcers with grim
expressions lined the northbound lane of Nevada Avenue.
They and their motorcycles
stood at military attention, their
knee-high patent leather boots
shone in the afternoon sun.
In starched dress blues, policemen exchanged embraces or
merely nodded their heads in a
mutual understanding: this was
a hard day, a hard time to be a
cop.
Farther north on Nevada
Avenue, the throngs of people
dwindled to small groups.
Nearer to campus, the street
sides were bare. Besides campus
security, few members of the CC
community witnessed the procession. The students who did
stand along Nevada waited as
the never-ending stream of cars
blocked their route either to or
from campus; some saw the
stream of vehicles while passing
on bicycles or long boards, stopping brieﬂy to watch. As soon
as a small gap appeared in the
motorcade, students scampered
across the street to continue towards their destination.
It seemed to be yet another
scenario wherein the college
campus and the surrounding
community would not join together.
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Class Officer candidates mount soapbox
Students prepare for seventh block elections, discuss issues & experience
Charlene Lee
Staff Writer

Elections for class ofﬁcer positions open
to voters during the ﬁrst week of seventh
block by way of both online and paper ballots. Candidates will run for president, vice
president, secretary, and treasurer positions
in their respective classes.
A common misconception about the
Class Ofﬁcer election is that it is synonymous with the CCCA elections. In actuality,
the two are separate groups. Senior Class
President Balin Anderson explained, “While
CCCA works to change campus policies
and funds student organizations, the main
purpose of the Class Ofﬁcer program is to
promote a common sense of unity as a class
through class events, building camaraderie,
programs and activities. The idea is that
class cohesiveness will foster a strong, lasting connection to the college.”

Each position requires dedication and
responsibility. On a general level, the president is responsible for running class meetings and overseeing class functions and
events. The vice president’s job is to serve
as a CCCA class representative and attend
weekly CCCA meetings on behalf of his or
her class. The secretary’s position requires
recording and sending out class meeting
minutes. The treasurer is responsible for
monitoring class funds and ensuring that
the class is informed about budgetary matters.
Anderson explained, “As president, I am
responsible for planning, publicizing and
executing events, writing proposals and letters, and staying in close contact with my
advisor and my constituents. I am available
for students to give feedback and listen to
their programming and event suggestions.
I set the agenda for the weekly Senior Class
Ofﬁcer meetings, as well as the All-Class

Ofﬁcer blockly meetings. I meet with the
president (Celeste) and other members of
the college administration.”
Farrow added, “I am in charge of the
budget, making sure we didn’t overspend.
However, our entire Junior Class Ofﬁcer
team worked very well together in completing certain events for the junior class, such
as Qdoba For Charity and the upcoming CC
Cares event.”
Anderson said, “I think the most important qualities for Class Ofﬁcers are excitement, willingness, and competence to
plan and execute events. Ofﬁcers must be
responsible and committed, and effective at
communicating with all members of the CC
community—faculty, staff, and students.”
Both Anderson and Farrow agree that
their positions are well worth the work, and
cite their positions as great ways of getting
involved at CC.

The Catalyst asked candidates to respond to the following two questions:

Rising

1. What do you perceive to be the largest obstacle to productivity and efficiency in student government?
2. What is something tangible you can see yourself accomplishing in the proposed office?

Seniors
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for president
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for vice president
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for vice president
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for secretary
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for treasurer

There must be a
way to directly involve the student
body to work with
the student government. Students
should be able to
participate in various
committees
that the student
government oversees and this will
be a great way to
bring our campus
together.

I think the largest obstacle is the
budget. I know
ofﬁcers have had
a lot of great ideas,
but haven’t always
had the money to
back their plans.
Hopefully we’ll
ﬁnd some creative
ways to “stretch”
the budget to have
some great events
without breaking
our bank.

The largest obstacle to productivity and efficiency
in student government is lack
of communication. If there is
a team of officers
who works well
together and is
in constant contact with one and
other, any problematic situation
can be overcome.

There needs to
be an improvement in the line
of communication between the
class ofﬁcer program and the student body. If we
can improve this
line of communication between
students and the
class ofﬁcer program, more can
be accomplish.

There need to
be more events
planned, but since
our funds are limited, you can only
plan so many
events each year.
With an increased
budget,
more
events will be able
to take place, and
more class bonding will occur.

for president

College is about
education, it is
about
students
and it is about administration. The
students are the
most important
factor and we deserve to be heard.
I will make your
voice heard. I love
meeting new people, and standing
up for what needs
to be done.

Juniors
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Excerpts from their answers are below

Without teamwork and
cooperation,
student
government is certain
to be inefﬁcient. The
elected ofﬁcials must
have the desire to hold
their position, and the
commitment to carry
out all their duties.

Warren Pettine will run for Junior treasurer, but is currently studying in China
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When elected ofﬁcials
do not show up or take
any ownership of the
events it makes it difﬁcult to gain respect
from the administration. Otherwise, the
toughest obstacle is getting students to care.

for vice president

for president

Sophomores
�����
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for president

Leadership. Organizing a
mass boycott of Rastall. Oh
man, that’s kind of CCCA.
Maybe I should run for that.
But hey, there would deﬁnitely be some fostering of
class unity there. Somebody
stole my skateboard. It’s got
sweet grind rails and is blue.
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for secretary
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for vice
president

for vice president

By creating job descriptions and
goals for each member, the sophomore ofﬁcers would have a greater
impact on the CC community. I
would ask older members of the
student government what they
feel each of the jobs should entail;
then ask each ofﬁcer what they felt
like their ultimate goal would be.

First I would like to encourage unity within
the class of 2008. As secretary I plan to be very
organized to keep projects on schedule and
persuade members of
our class to participate
and give feedback.

The ofﬁcers have had a lot of
great ideas, but haven’t had
the money to back their plans.
Hopefully we’ll ﬁnd some creative ways to “stretch” the budget to have some great events
without breaking our bank.
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for secretary

B.H. did not respond to The Catalyst.
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for treasurer

The largest obstacle to productivity and efﬁciency is bringing a group of people together
with diverse ideas. When everyone has different ideas, different pieces and parts can be
taken from each person’s ideas
to come to the most productive
way of doing something.
��������������������������������������
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The Arliss Parker Band quenches Tejon’s Thirsty Parrot
Clare Keating
Dan Foldes
Staff Writers

Last Wednesday, the manager
of the Thirsty Parrot downtown
wasn’t thrilled about the idea
of Colorado College’s The Arliss Parker Band playing at his
bar-and-grill. The Thirsty Parrot
(formerly 32 Bleu) doubles as a
no-cover-charge music venue
and the manager wasn’t sure the
band would bring in any sort of
proﬁt or crowd.
The following day, the ecstatic owner of the Thirsty Par-

rot called band member Ben
Epand and booked four more
appearances. “He called three
times Thursday morning, but
I couldn’t answer my phone
because I was in class.” Epand
laughed about the owner’s hesitation. “Yeah, we proved him
wrong.”
After the success and energy
of their debut professional performance, The Arliss Parker
Band will be playing at the
Thirsty Parrot the ﬁrst and third
Wednesdays of the next two
blocks, starting on March 29.
The band members requested
that the Thirsty Parrot allow students
under 21 to be admitted with a cover
charge, as a number
of underage students were turned
away Wednesday
night. Those able to
attend experienced
a show jam-packed
with energy and
a crowd ready to
party.
Early into the ﬁrst
set, APB played one
of ﬁve originals.
“The
Breaking,”
like most of the
band’s
originals,
has a single writer
but
arrangement
occurred in collaboration with the
whole band. Keyboardist Eric Palm-

THE CATALYST/ Jackson Solway

ieri talked about writing and arranging music. “Will (Lawrence,
on bass) and Reid (Prebenda, on
drums) bring in more jazz and
funk; we try to avoid the whole
genre label by all bringing in
our own style.”
In the middle of set one, APB
went into their Grateful Dead
standard “Cold Rain and Snow,”
led by Mackinnon on vocals and
guitar. His eye contact with the
audience and euphoric expressions made it obvious that he
really loves what he is doing.
“This is a band that plays for
each other ﬁrst, they’re just here
to have a good time,” a spirited
fan commented. “They really
don’t care whether we like them
or not.” Regardless, we do like
them.
Just before the APB concert,
The Latin Side performed in
CC’s Packard Performance
Hall. Their world-renowned
jazz trombonist Conrad Herwig
aptly said that “the key to improvisation is identifying one’s
musical idols, memorizing their
solos, internalizing them, and
integrating their musical vocabulary into one’s own playing.”
Mackinnon has undoubtedly
used this process with Jerry
Garcia’s solos and assimilated
Jerry’s playing into his own. Despite his development as a soloist, MacKinnon points out that
individual efforts are the result
of what the band does as one.
In an earlier conversation
Mackinnon stated, “I hope that

Blackthorne concludes Faith Week
April Russo
Chaplain’s Intern

A talk led by Dean Susan Ashley, a peace rally, foot-washing, two acclaimed speakers,
the dedication of the labyrinth,
and a student interfaith panel
moderated by Dean Ginger
Morgan. It’s been quite the
week, and it’s not over yet.
Friday March 10 from 9 p.m.
to 12 p.m., the Chaplain’s Ofﬁce is sponsoring an end-ofthe-week celebration. Students
can make ice-cream sundaes in
Sacred Grounds Coffee House
in Shove Chapel, while listening to music by the blues grass
band The Blackthorne Project.
The Blackthorn Project is led
by Tim and Laurie Thornton
from Boulder. Their primary
instruments are the mandolin
and the ﬁddle, although they
also use the octave, viola, guitar, and mandolin. The Thorntons have done on-stage performances for over 25 years
and were previously a part of
the band Newcomers Home.
So far, Faith Week has been
a success. Dean Ashley gave
an interesting talk about universals and the difﬁculty of
deﬁning them. She said that
although a society may have
trouble agreeing on universal
principles, some sense of morality is necessary.
The weather was beautiful
during the peace rally on Monday. Both Ellement and Room
46 performed, and there were

readers from the Buddhist,
Protestant, Catholic, Jewish,
Unitarian, and Mormon traditions. On Tuesday and Thursday, Corb Hillam from the
International Anglican Community managed a foot-washing stand in Worner Center.
Dr. Mary Doak, a professor
of theology at Notre Dame, explained the problems with the
apocalypse in her talk Tuesday night. She said that an
extreme apocalyptic outlook
may lead to paralysis through
fear, while belief that there will
never be an “end-time” leads
to carelessness. If people don’t
acknowledge the possibility of
the world ending, there is no
reason for them to care for the
environment or think about
future generations.
The labyrinth dedication on
Wednesday took place while
it was snowing outside. President Dick Celeste arrived in
his cowboy hat to participate
in the ceremony. Chapel Manager Linda Madden organized
the event.
Peace activist Kathy Kelly
delivered a powerful speech
about her personal experiences in Iraq on Wednesday
night. Kelly opposed U.S.
sanctions in Iraq and has been
there several times in the past
decade. The UN blocked her
and her group from delivering powdered milk to starving
children.
On Thursday afternoon,
students from all different

faith traditions discussed their
hopes for the future of faith
at CC. Their ultimate verdict: Students don’t need to
be afraid of faith. Believers
shouldn’t have to hide their
faith in order to be accepted.
Religion is an integral part
of people’s lives and should
be an integral part of this campus. If you missed Faith Week
this year, then look for it next
year. This is a tradition the
Chaplain’s Ofﬁce hopes will
last.
Don’t know where to live
next year?
Next year, the Interfaith House
will be a multi-faith living community. Four people will be
able to live in the house. There
will be one double and two
singles. If you are interested
in this community, there will
be an informational meeting
at 7 p.m. in upstairs Worner,
Monday March 13. If you
can’t make the meeting, email
a_kelvie@coloradocollege.edu
for more info.
Want a fun, fulﬁlling job on
campus?
The Chaplain’s Ofﬁce is now
accepting applications for the
Chaplain Intern positions next
year. A chaplain intern works
eight hours a week. They are
in charge of running spiritual
programs on campus. For more
information email the chaplain
at bcpriell@coloradocollege.
edu.
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From left to right, Ben Epand, Will Lawrence, and John Mackinnon
surprise all at The Thirsty Parrot on March 1.

we gel together as a band. It’s
not about one person, but about
all of us sounding good and
enjoying the music we’re making.”
A few days after Wednesday’s show the band agreed
that “the crowd is key” to their
performance and energy. “It’s
one thing getting the sound
perfect, but if the energy isn’t
there it’s not the same. A really
good show is when the audience feeds off us as much as we
feed off them,” Palmieri added.
This interaction was deﬁnitely
at play at the Thirsty Parrot for
APB’s professional dawn.
The turnout, especially considering the 21and up regulation, was great and attracted
more than just CC students.
“We’re just lucky that everyone
else seems to enjoy it,” Mackinnon modestly remarked about
Wednesday’s show.
The majority of songs were
covers. When doing a cover,
band members bring in their
personal musical background,
sometimes playing the piece
just as the original artist did but
often putting their own spin on
it.
The band claims that more
APB originals are on their way,
but they won’t take time to announce an original before playing it. “We try to make originals part of the set,” Prebenda
explained during an interview
after Wednesday’s show. And
it seems to be paying off: the
members of Wednesday’s crowd
recognized and sang along with
the APB original “Enemy.”
This crowd favorite begins
with the unmistakable opening
funk lick played by Epand on
guitar. Epand has really come
into his own as the APB’s Trey
Anastasio-emulating lead guitarist. His soloing brings up the
energy of a jam with ease. He
uses his sunburst-topped axe,
as close in tone and looks as it
gets to Anastasio’s signature,
hollow-body Languedoc guitar.
The last song of set one, “You
Wreck Me,” written and sung by

Palmieri, featured a deep jam by
the APB. They strayed far from
the tune of the song, and yet returned to the chorus completely
in control. This band is fearless
to “go there and back” as few
bands are comfortable doing
these days.
The great thing about seeing
APB live is how musically ambitious they are. A great byproduct of this instrumental focus is
that you really get to know each
player’s style in just one or two
songs.
Set two highlights included a
mellow and funky version of J.J.
Cale’s “After Midnight.” Palmieri’s solo on keys was particularly impressive, featuring his
solid understanding of the blues
vocabulary, true to the spirit of
Eric Clapton, who brought the
tune to the limelight. The same
can be said for Epand’s bluesy
guitar solo: the guy has rhythm.
It’s safe to say that the Phish
covers really won the crowd.
An extended version of “Down
with Disease” had tremendous
energy courtesy of Epand’s rendition of Trey’s solo. Deeper into
the jam, it was apparent that
APB are exceptional listeners.
Their ability to hear one another
and respond spontaneously in
a live setting shows astounding
maturity for a band that’s been
together barely two years.
Appropriately kicking off the
encore, APB went with “You
Enjoy Myself,” undoubtedly
the quintessential Phish song.
A journey through many musical soundscapes, tempos, and
styles, “Y.E.M.” is an epic song
for any band. The Arliss Parker
Band played a rock-solid thirteen-and-a-half minute rendition of the tune.
Check out audio of APB from
Ice Age on CCPodcasts.com. The
band is working on publishing
more music so keep checking
back. When you listen, keep in
mind that between Ice Age and
last Wednesday’s Thirsty Parrot gig, they have only played
together once as a band. That’s
what we call talent.
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Vagina Monologues
frustration in the “My Angry Vagina” monologue. “All this s***
they are trying to shove up me.
Rose petals and sheer fabrics of Stop trying to clean it up, vagina
pink and red surrounded a small mother-f***ers!” Yet her resentsquare stage last weekend in ful expression, which gives the
Bemis Hall. It is no coincidence audience a cause for concern,
that the Valentine’s Day-esque is paciﬁed by Allyson Proske’s
décor of the Hall celebrated a monologue, which suggests that
different kind of V-Day and the someone “design a pair of unperformance of CC’s ﬁfth an- derwear with a built in French
tickler so that women would be
nual Vagina Monologues.
The purpose of this perfor- ‘coming’ all day long.”
mance, in correlation with VThe audience of 60 was comDay, is to generate awareness prised of more women than
about violence against women, men. Although the males apraise money for the “Comfort peared more discomforted and
Women’s” call for justice, and less amused than the women,
create a safe space for dialogue interviews with the men reon a taboo topic. The Vagina vealed that they felt at ease and
Monologues is a vehicle to voice accepted within the vagina-honthe unspoken and suppressed oring domain. Jeremy Sueltenexperiences of women in a pa- fuss, who attended the show
triarchal society.
last year, didin’t feel intimidatThe deeply personal and ed. He jokes, “I wanted to ﬁnd
squeamishout what my
ly
detailed
The audience be- vagina would
monologues
say,” and voices
gins to chant aloud his opinion, “It
require
the
shedding of
“cunt” as if embrac- isthat unfortunate
all inhibitions
that some
ing the word can people won’t
and preconceived
nobecause
transform all of its come
tions
prior
they are uncomto entrance. negative and oppres- fortable.” Caleb
The message,
Pellouchoud
sive connotations. also felt unrufwhich
celebrates every
ﬂed by the bold
beautiful aspect of being a wom- and heavily gender-speciﬁc peran, overrides criticisms that the formance. Not knowing what
show over-generalizes women’s to expect, Caleb was pleasantly
issues and is too abrasive. The surprised and comments, “The
in-your-face antics push the show is dynamic, interesting,
buttons of the audience with the and eye opening.” But he adintention of eliciting a re-exami- mits “that there are layers to unnation of what it means to be a derstand and as a guy I struggle
woman.
to comprehend what the girls
The show commences with are talking about.”
repetitive utterance of “vagina”
Part two of the performance
to break the ice that surrounds begins on a startling and somits implications. The ﬁrst mono- ber note with Genai Odhner’s
logue uses the “Bermuda trian- detailed monologue describgle” as a metaphor for the dark, ing her brutal rape by soldiers.
dirty, and mysterious concep- Her account of being sodomtions of the vagina. The zealous ized by a long, steel riﬂe that
actresses progress the vagina resulted in “a river of poison
communiqué to include the and puss” stupeﬁes the expresterms “punani,” “powder box,” sionless audience. As tragic nar“kooder,” “mush mellow,” ratives of rape grip their hearts
“split kannish,” and “Gladys and minds, the debilitating afSegalman.” In her monologue fects of sexual violence against
entitled “Hair,” Shanna Katz ar- women incite the awareness of
dently stresses, “To love a vagi- the viewers. The vagina is dena you must love hair. You can- picted by Joanna Sylwester as
not pick the parts you want.”
“a place of pain and blood” in
The vagina-fest arouses the the “Kootchie Snatcher” monoattention of the audience as the logue. She illustrates her escape
performers reveal what their from childhood sexual abuse
vaginas would wear if they and psychological injury and
got dressed: “A tattoo, all Ar- portrays her vagina as “a freemani, lace and combat boots, way between my legs and I’m
beer goggles, purple feathers driving far away from here.”
and shells.” While they are on
The pervasive tone of sothe topic, the actresses venture lemnity culminates in the “Say
to disclose what their vaginas It: For The Comfort Women”
would surely say if they had vo- monologue that is performed
cal chords, “Too hard, don’t give by all of the actresses. The perup, yes right there!” The audi- formers voice the silent stories
ence is educated on the inter- of young women forced into
national vagina slogan, “Slow sexual slavery for the beneﬁts
of Japanese troops during the
down!”
Viewers’ reactions vary from Asia/Paciﬁc Wars between 1932
looks of distress, uncertainty, and 1945. The V-Day 2006 spotand discomfort to expressions light issue and theme of this
of receptivity, empathy, and hi- show fervently seeks an apollarity. The monologues cast the ogy from the Japanese governviewers away and reel them in ment and reparations for the
like a yo-yo as if to allow a cer- ignored war crimes.
tain degree of tension to build
The moment is ripe to venbefore releasing the strained ture into the most irksome
focus of the audience in an realms of the vagina following
outpour of hysterical laughter. the sequence of heavy monoUrsula Sommer proclaims her logues. The boundaries of the

Jess Malisow
Staff Writer
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Faust (German HR Dominic Halles) tries to woo pretty Gretchen (Halley Brunsteter ’09) under the
watchful eye of Mephisto (Kaloyan Kapralov ’06).

Projecting a Faustian proposal
This weekend, Colorado College students under the direction of German professor Heinz Geppert are
presenting a multimedia interpretation of Goethe’s play Faust. Commemorating the 40th anniversary of
German theater on the CC campus, this experimental performance intertwines and juxtaposes traditional acting with scenes from a 1926 silent ﬁlm and a 1960s German theatrical production. Despite the
serious philosophical nature of Goethe’s work, which contains themes of love, lust, betrayal and murder,
the lively rhymed dialogue is equally endowed with a healthy dose of sharp, witty humor that relentlessly
pokes fun at societal faults and the human quest for ultimate pleasure. Performances are Friday March
10 and Saturday March 11 at 8 p.m. in the Max Kade Theater, Armstrong Hall third ﬂoor. Detailed commentary from director Heinz Geppert, as well as extensive scene-by-scene program notes in English,
make the play accessible to everyone.
This event is free and open to the public. (Courtesy of Kal Kapralov).

The Afternoon of a Faun

“socially acceptable”
have been pushed
and the discursive
powers of the vagina are about to
culminate. The shenanigans are initiated by the question,
“What does your
vagina smell like?”
Performers respond
by listing ambrosial fragrances and
are interrupted by
sassy Caitlin Swan
who tells it like it
is: “Pussy, damn it!”
The show reaches
a point of cathartic
candor with Jamie
Grasse’s monologue
entitled “Reclaiming Cunt.” Grasse’s
conjures up a plethora of words denot����������������������
ed by “cunt” as an Professor of Dance Yunyu Wang uses Labanotation to reconstruct Vaslav Nijinsky’s
acronym: “cavern,” famous dance “The Afternoon of a Faun.” Performances on March 9,10, and 11 at
“urge,” “nexus,” and 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $5.00 at the Worner Desk.
“tendrils.” What follows is a brilliant moment in in- bore compassion and consid- commented, “The show doesn’t
teractive theater. The audience eration. Actress Cate Murray’s do it for everyone.” The rough
begins to chant aloud “cunt” ﬁnal monologue reiterated yet tactics of the monologues that
as if embracing the word can softened the chaotic, painful, at times seemed to scratch at an
transform all of its negative and unwieldy elements of the per- irritated scab, risk putting their
formance. “The vagina is capa- target audience (namely women)
oppressive connotations.
The highlight of the show ble of sacriﬁce, forgiveness, and in a defensive, unreceptive, and
was unanimously expressed repair. It can change its shape to ambivalent position. Colored by
by the audience’s enthused let us in and can expand to let a take-it-or-leave-it manner, the
show rejects conforming to the
response to Malka Haymer’s us out.”
Depicted
by
“blood,
pain,
status quo in the refusal to tone
monologue, “The Woman Who
down the irate stories of viointrusion,
and
vulnerability,”
Loved To Make Vaginas Hapthe
ﬂeshy
rawness
underlying
lence against women that have
py,” commonly referred to as
the
performance
transformed
been historically oppressed.
“the moaner.” The dominatrix
into
a
source
of
power,
beauty,
Those inspired by the show
became possessed by the demonstration of her vast ‘moan and life that can “bleed us into and those for whom the forum
bank’ as she uttered intense this wonderful world.” In the was too daunting are invited
and frantic sighs, whimpers, small, supportive venue, the va- to write personal monologues
and screams. The WASP, Jew- gina momentarily championed and share their experiences at
ish, African American, doggie, the atrocities committed against Original Monologue Night. The
and militant bisexual moans tri- women and the stigmatization event will be held Friday March
umphed as the most eloquently of women as sexual objects. 9 at Sacred Grounds in Shove
There is overwhelming evidence Chapel and welcomes all who
hedonistic signals of orgasm.
Riled up and ready to moan, that the show is empowering for are interested.
the audience had relaxed and women and eye-opening to all.
However, as Rebecca Segal
their facial expressions now
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Dissapointed students suffer through unsatisfying living situations
Tyler Adam
Staff Writer

While most upper-classmen
sleep soundly at night, drooling
on their extra-long Residential
Life-issued mattresses, there are
a small fraction of upper-class
students who lie awake feeling
indignant and discouraged,
having been cheated out of
the typical upper-class living
accommodations. Although the
Residential Life Ofﬁce has been
working hard to align its policies
and philosophies with its
actions, many upper-classmen
have found themselves at odds
with the housing bureaucracy at
Colorado College.
According to Residential
Life, Colorado College has
thoughtfully created a threeyear mandatory on-campus
housing policy designed to
serve as “a cushioned stepping
stone before students study
abroad, move off-campus, or
graduate and become a member
of the global community.”
One of the largest issues
that Residential Life faces
is
integrating
students
returning from their studies
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Junior Cooper Green trudges down the stairs of Slocum Hall, where he lives with a handful of other Director of Residential Life Winston Jones
juniors and over 200 freshmen.
relaxes in the comfort of his own ofﬁce.

abroad, who have not yet
completed their mandatory
three years of living on campus.
Director of Residential Life
Winston Jones explained that
200 hundred students are
estimated to go abroad during
the fall of 2006, but only 100 to

150 will go abroad during the
spring semester. In addition
to the unequal ﬂux of students
from study abroad, the school
must accommodate winter
starts and transfer students who
arrive for the beginning of the
second semester. This chaotic

Rare monkeys in Zanzibar a treasure to ﬁnd
while energized juveniles
wrestle mischievously with
Staff Writer
each other, pulling tails while
they swing effortlessly from
I feel the individual beads of
bending tree limbs. A few of
sweat leisurely trickle down
the older monkeys show dismy face as I make my way
interest from afar, reclining lathrough the forest on a treazily by themselves.
sure hunt of sorts. Although
All of a sudden, a particuI wear a slightly scruffy red
larly curious youth leaps from
beard, I’m not a pirate and the
his perch and lands in a positreasure I seek does not glimtion to dangle upside-down at
mer like gold, but is somehead height right in front of
thing much more
me. As we recipprecious.
rocate a curious
As usual the
stare, I marvel at
heat is evident, but
the amount of emothis time the blistion my thumbless
tering rays of the
friend is capable of
beaming sun fail to
expressing.
penetrate the shade
Not everyone
of the trees, causadmires the moning the humidity
keys. The local
to become far more
farmers
throw
apparent. The
rocks at the monoversized foliage
keys to keep them
from the tropical
from
raiding
ﬂora
surrounds
���������������������� their crops and
me on all sides, A Red Colobus monkey conceals itself behind a branch.
the logging inleaving no shade
dustry is destroyreveal themselves in all their
of green unrepre- s e n t e d . splendor.
ing their habitat throughout
According to the locals, most
I am standing in the middle Tanzania. Similar to squirrels
of these plants can be used as of the Jozani Forest in eastern in the United States, monkeys
remedies for almost any love- Zanzibar, an island off the here are seen only as pests and
associated problem one may coast of Tanzania, and the trea- bringers of misfortune.
have, as long as you boil the sure which I have been seekI see the monkeys as somecorrect number of leaves and ing is a rare species of mon- thing else. Many years ago
slip the resulting concoction key called the Red Colobus. my grandmother took me to a
into the drink of the intended The speciﬁc sub-species that bookstore and told me to pick
target.
inhabits Zanzibar is so rare in out any book I wanted. After
At the moment, my mind is fact that the total population little consideration I chose
not focused on love-potions, numbers roughly 1,500.
the Audubon Society’s Field
but instead the task at hand.
Time seems to slow as I Guide to African Wildlife. This
My eyes scan the sky-scrap- stand in pure amazement was far from a children’s book,
ing trees, looking for signs of watching the seemingly fear- but it had the most vibrant
movement while my ears lis- less Colobus monkeys. With photographs of monkeys I’d
ten intently for the rustling of their black faces surrounded ever seen. I vowed someday to
leaves and branches. Although by frilly white hair and backs experience them ﬁrsthand.
I tread on with anticipation, I covered in reddish fur, they
Presently, the photos of my
feel minimized to the size of frolic in the branches before youth have jumped off of their
the smallest ants and I hope me. Gentle mothers are feed- pages and are ﬁnally looking
that my quest isn’t in vain.
ing their tiny young babies me straight in the eyes. What
Distant bird calls occasion- who cling on for dear life, can I say but GO bananas!
ally interrupt the slumber of

Zach Rosen

the forest, but otherwise there’s
nothing. On a whim I take a
somewhat hidden trail leading
to the right and before long
their acrobatic movements
alert me to their presence. Trying my best to be silent, I tiptoe ever so slowly towards the
noises. They seem high above
at ﬁrst, but all of a sudden they
descend from the lofty canopy
to greet me. A smile slowly
spreads across my face as they

ebb and ﬂow of students
in and out of the on-campus
residential
communities
is
extremely difﬁcult to manage
for the ResLife ofﬁce.
A byproduct of the system is
that many students will end up
being squeezed into whatever
housing resources are available.
For example, although Slocum
Hall is deﬁned as a “First Year
Community,” the entire fourth
ﬂoor is devoted to upper class
students who were unable to
ﬁt into the traditional “UpperClass Communities.”
Reﬂecting upon his return to
campus from studying abroad
in Spain, junior Cooper Green
stated, “They just sent us a card
that said 'Slocum.' I appealed,
and there was nothing else I
could do about it.”
Jones explained that placing
upper-class students in Slocum
is not a new development.
Upper-class students have been
in Slocum for years. He further
explained that many upperclass students willfully choose
to live in Slocum, and are quite
comfortable there.
The few who did not choose to
live in the freshman dorm have
very strong opinions about their
circumstance. Junior Garrett
Adams said, “I’m furious that
I’m in Slocum. ResLife has failed
to comprehend and organize
equitable housing.”
“The
mission
of
the
department of Residential Life is
to provide a positive residential
life experience conducive to
learning and personal growth.”
But the overﬂow of students
into random dorms seems to be
antithetical to this philosophy.
Because Adams was a winter
start, he was placed in Mathias
Hall for both his freshman and
sophomore year. “I don’t feel
like I am progressing. The school
is holding me back in life,” said
Adams.
Another source of conﬂict
between students and ResLife
has been the creation of the CC
Inn. In previous years, most of
the students who applied to
be off-campus as juniors were
granted permission because
housing accommodations were
simply unavailable. Because

the CC Inn has added 32 beds
to the 1,475 that already existed
on campus, many students who
expected to be let off campus
were given a bed in exchange for
permission to live off campus.
However, Jones states, “There
have been less complaints this
year than in the past four years.”
According to Jones, the reaction
from students living in the CC
Inn has been 50-50.
Junior CC Inn resident Carson
Salter said, “I think a lot of the
merit of the Inn lies in the fact
that people have such low
expectations about it to begin
with, because of its history prior
to CC ownership.”
Junior CC Inn resident
Dave Culbert explained that
it is “just little things” that
are bothersome. “There’s no
privacy, rooms aren’t well
insulated [and] are loud, and
there are always sketchy people
milling around outside.”
Junior CC Inn resident Ted
Starns had a slightly different
view. “It’s not bad; I’ve got a
single and a nice view of the
mountains. It could be worse; I
could be living in Slocum.”
Although ResLife works hard
to accommodate all the students
at CC, it is clear that a few do
not get equivalent housing to
their fellow classmates.
In order to try and ﬁx some of
the problems with the housing
process, ResLife is attempting
to make the Study Abroad
deadlines coincide more logically
with the housing deadlines next
year, make ten extra rooms
available in the CC Inn and
develop a workshop that will
help students with strategies
to organize groups of people to
live in the apartments.
Regardless, it seems as if there
will still be some students who
do not get into the “Upper-Class
Communities” they deserve.
The
Residential
Life
policy says, “The on-campus
community is shaped by
the inﬂuence of upper-class
students.”
Still, junior students generally
feel as though they are capable
and independent enough to live
off campus.
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Economics majors
increase each year

Ryan Shuken
Guest Writer

Economics has long been
described as “the dismal
science,” a phrase coined by
early economist Thomas Robert
Malthus. At CC there is hardly
anything
“dismal”
about
the economics department.
With Nobel Prize winning
guest speakers, best-selling
authors, cross-country ﬁeld
trips, and a dedicated faculty,
the department reaches new
heights each year. Professional,
motivated, and well organized,
the department attracts more
students each year—while
increasing the standard in all
classes.
Often
called
the
most
employable degree for a career
following CC, it makes sense
that the department is increasing
in students every year. Students
also ﬁnd the core of beneﬁting
from an economics degree in the
quality of the courses, teachers,
and faculty.
The
faculty
reciprocates
students’ appreciation. “We, as a
department, are extremely proud
of our students, and of how they
interact with us and with other
scholars. Over the past three
years we have taken 10 students
to professional conferences, and
have co-authored professional
papers or book chapters with 11
students.”
Both faculty and students ﬁnd
many of the other features of the
economic department beneﬁcial
as well. “From a liberal arts
standpoint, the department is
special, even unique in offering
a combined economics and
business department. I think
that makes the department
strong,
offering
students
complementary courses in
ﬁnancial accounting alongside
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Above: Professor Daniel Johnson
has published 12 articles during his career in economics, one
of which accurately predicted
the winners for both summer
and winter Olympic games. Left:
Students Tyler Montgomery and
Scott Weaver discuss economics
in a classroom in Palmet Hall.
���������������������������

corporate ﬁnance or public
ﬁnance, or entrepreneurship
alongside
economics
of
innovation or microeconomic
theory,” Assistant Professor
Daniel Johnson said.
The department not only
is dedicated to classes and
students, but also incredibly
active in publications. In
addition to being dedicated
to
classes
and
students,
professors
are
incessantly
active in publishing articles for
publications such as The New
York Times and The Journal of
Economics Education.
In 2005, Professor Mark Smith
wrote a case study called “Taking
to the Field in Economics.” This
study explores the effectiveness
of ﬁeld trips in economic course
learning. He states in his study,
“Case study teaching is an
effective means to . . . applying
economic concepts to reality and
systematic policy analysis. The
extended ﬁeld trip takes this a

step further by asking students
to also collect and organize the
information necessary to begin
this analysis.”
As one of the most actively
published professors, Johnson
has written 12 articles, such as
“Learning-by-Licensing: R&D
and Technology Licensing in
Brazilian Invention” and “A Tale
of Two Seasons: Participation
and Success at the Summer
and Winter Olympic Games.”
According to Johnson, “A Tale
of Two Seasons” received the
most attention outside of the
academic community. Using
a simple economic formula
with only ﬁve factors, Johnson
related a country’s economic
standing into Olympic terms to
predict the type and number of
medals each county would win.
“The real surprise is that we are
consistently close, averaging a 94
percent correlation between our
forecasts and the actual medal
counts. In Athens, we predicted

103 U.S. medals (exactly
correct), 37 of them gold (35
were actually won). In Torino,
we forecast 22 U.S. medals (25
were won), beating all published
predictions including those by
sports writers nationwide.”
A number of changes are also
occurring in the department.
Professor Larry Stimpert will
take over for Department Chair,
following
Vibha
KapuriaForeman, who served for the
past three years. Already an
integral part of the department,
Stimpert offers high hopes for
the department to continue its
course of improvement.
One of the most prestigious
and inﬂuential speakers to visit
the department this year will
be Steven D. Levitt, author of
The New York Times best-seller
Freakonomics. The department
also offers a “food for thought”
session every week with free
food and a guest speaker.
Though many students are

attracted by the free food, they
all stay and listen to the speaker,
according to Ofﬁce Coordinator
Nancy Heinecke.
Students also have the
opportunity to readily apply
what they learn in the classroom
in the Investment Club. Staff
Assistant Stormy Burns said,
“The Investment Club is
wonderful. Students get to play
with real money, [while] no
other department can do this.”
Students in the Investment Club
receive real assets to invest in
the stock market, allowing them
to learn ﬁrst hand about the
economy.
This year an external review
was conducted in the economic
department
by
professors
from universities to assess the
department’s ranking among
other colleges.
As a product of academics,
economics is a big package for a
small liberal arts school. “What
really counts is the product, and
the product can’t be touched,“
said para-prof Danica Braken.

Old farts mix with young hearts at the Banff Film Festival
Nick Waggoner
Guest Writer

The doors sprung open and the
crowds streamed by, straight past
cubbies and crayon drawings
of Mommy and Daddy. Seats
ﬁlled, aisles followed, and soon
the auditorium at the Manitou
Springs Middle School shut
its doors as quickly as they’d
opened. And as the lights
dimmed, a crowd of hundreds
dug in for two hours of far-off
peaks, untamed rivers, and
outrageous personalities. But
for the Banff Mountain Film
Festival, the scene was standard,
the formula old hat.
And the audience knew the
method just as well.
They had walked past the
sponsors’ tables, ﬁlled with
everything from gloves to
gaiters to new stickers for
their Nalgenes. Just as the
crowd wanted the hottest new
equipment, these companies
were there to supply it.
By the time intermission rolled

around, the audience was ready
to get some new gear for free. A
representative from Mountain
Chalet came out to get the rafﬂe
rolling and he called up a young
girl to pull tickets from the large
metal bin. Camping stoves
and gift certiﬁcates crowded
the stage. The decidedly goofy
redhead seemed right in his
element. But his enthusiasm
was only met with the apathy of
an older crowd. Mufﬂed cries of
“I got it” came from all corners,
from people who, most likely,
wouldn’t be stretched to buy
the rafﬂed gear in the ﬁrst place.
Strapped young diehards sat by
in disbelief as the man handed
out base layers and dry bags to
folks who didn’t seem to care.
But for the outdoor folks in
attendance, this was all part of
the ritual. In between each of the
ten or so ﬁlms, people shared in
their old adventures and baked
up new ones. They talked to
progress the sports they love—
and, most importantly, to kick
back with good friends.
In one ﬁlm, adventure

paragliding pioneer Will Gadd
summed up the mood when
he said, “Life is so cool. Isn’t
it amazing. To be a bird and

The night at Banff
felt like a moutain
person’s New Year;
the ﬁlm . . . pushed
the audience to
climb harder, ski
faster, and go
bigger in the
coming months.
ﬂy over the Grand Canyon.”
Having just spanned the almost
thirty-mile-wide gorge, Gadd
was taken by a dream realized
through hard work.

As the ﬁlms continued to
emphasize the strength of
human will and determination,
their actors set a high standard
for the audience around.
In one sense, the crowd waxed
envious of these people who
never signed onto the grind.
While they had given up hope
in favor of a more secure future,
these adventurers were living
the life in exotic places.
In another sense, the night
at Banff felt like a mountain
person’s New Year. The ﬁlms
drew the audience’s attention
to the small-fry nature of their
own adventures; but at the
same time, this pushed them to
climb harder, ski faster, and go
bigger in the coming months.
Everybody
wanted
their
story on the screen at Banff,
and resolutions were made
accordingly.
As the night progressed,
environmental
ethics
and
culture were added to the
mixture of exploration and selfreliance. The crowd maintained
the energy in the room, equally

engaged by these softer, less
adrenaline-based
interests.
When Telluride ﬁlmmakers’
“The Lost People of Mountain
Village” came on, people fell
out of their chairs, more taken
by this clever spin on real estate
development than any other
ﬁlm.
Before long, the two-hour,
ten-dollar trip to Banff had to
end. As the audience ﬁled past
Mrs. Willong’s class’ “Having
fun with action verbs” display,
a young die hard kept the Lost
People in mind.
“It’s just so frustrating,”
she explained. “I mean there
are places like that. So many
resources are used to build these
homes that no one ever lives in.
They have hot tubs that are kept
at 100 degrees all day long, but
who ever uses them?”
While the movies were an eightto-ten affair, the adventures and
conversations they inspired
were only in infancy. For every
year at Banff, there was another
12 months to get yourself onto
next year’s bill.
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Photojournalism competition results
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The Catalyst’s ﬁrst annual
Photojournalism Contest was both
successful and confounding. On
these two pages you will ﬁnd the
winning photographs and a selection of other images the judges’
panel found interesting. About 15
individuals submitted a total of 49
photographs. However, the theme
of this contest, photojournalism,
seemed to fall mostly on deaf ears.
As Justice Charles Walters noted,
and as the other three judges
agreed, “There’s a lot of sentimentality here. Some of it is even
pretty good, but many photos just
don’t belong in this venue. A good
journalistic photo is informative,
descriptive, and layered all at
once. That’s why I picked what I
did.” Alas, as much of a learning
...
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...
experience as this may have been
for those who submitted, The Catalyst screwed up a bit itself. A bit?
We misplaced the names associated with some of the photographs.
The judging process saw four
individuals discuss each image
submitted, including The Catalyst
Photo Editor Jackson Solway
and Editor-in-Chief Alix Dunn,
Packard darkroom guru Charles
Walters, and Colorado Springs
Independent Art Director Kathy
Conarro. Importantly though,
judging was all done blind. No,
not that kind of blind—we mean
the kind where you don’t know
whose work it is you’re grading. It was, therefore, only after
the judges’ panel chose a winner
that we realized we didn’t know
to whom some photos belonged.
And we still don’t. Yow. Did you
win? Let us know.
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Things to do before you graduate...
Have you taken advantage of your time at Colorado College? Check the boxes of the things you
have done. Add them up. How do you compare to your friends?

15

Pretend to be a conservative for a day. Get
in touch with your true Colorado Springs
side.

3

Eat at Wooglins.

16

Ride the FUCC bus. Make sure to go on a day
the van is full. Ask your driver to take the
turns really fast.

4

Eat at a language
house for one dinner.

17

Go on a Break Out trip.

5

Check out Uncle Wilber’s
fountain.

19

6

Take a Geology class.
There is no better college
for that.

Hike the Incline: This is the long scar running up Pikes. You can get there from the
trailhead of the Barr Trail.

20

Use the observatory on
campus to star gaze.

7

Do some kind of internship,
volunteering, or job around
Colorado to become a stronger part of the community.

21

Streak across campus.

22

Take an adjunct.

23

Protest!

24

Visit the Mill...just to see.

25

Declare a minimum of three majors. And make an
effort not to go to a single ﬁrst Monday of the
block for a whole semester.

1

Ride the tents during graduation
or open house.

2

Study Abroad

8

take a CC printer out to an open
ﬁeld and smashing it with a
baseball bat.

9

Have a local tell you that you
are a “Dirty, Godless Liberal.”

10

Stay in the library over
night.

11

Stay in Rastall for consecutive
meals.

12

Consider the possibility you are completely and
utterly wrong (none of the partially wrong,
warm, fuzzy humanities/social science crap)
accept it and learn from it.

13
14

26

Have a quality chat with a Emeritus professor during his/her ofﬁce
hours.

Go to a CC/DU hockey game.

18 Host a theme party.

Go to Moab.

27
Rock
climb at
the
Garden
of the

28

Cook dinner for a freshmen friend. It
will mean a lot and give his/her digestive systems a break from beloved Rastall. (Rastall is really not that bad. It’s
just...well, you remember.)
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Seniors compile a list of must-dos in the Springs
29

43

Sing a solo at Jack Quinn’s Karaoke Night.

Go camping on a weekday and
come back for class.

44

Hit up all the happy
hours in town.

30

Hop on the train that goes by
campus and see where it takes
you.

31

Have sex on the top of Shove.

45

Get a job after college.
Leave the mountains.
Seriously.

32

Have a meal at a professor’s
house.

46

Take a half block and a
summer course.

33

48 Hug your mom!
For block break, take a car, 47 Pull an all-nighter and close
down the library at 4:00AM.
some friends, and a map and
see where the road takes you.
49 Start your own stu-

34

Walk (yes, walk like you had to
when you were a freshmen) down
to

Drink BB Bean coffee as
much as you can and then
mail order it when you
graduate.

50

Josh and John’s to enjoy
ice cream with bunch
of your friends.

35
36

52

See a Room 46 concert.

for a Venture
51 Apply
Grant.

53

Steal a large amount
of food or silverware
from Rastall.

55

Try slack-lining.

Win a Beirut Tournament.

54

Try every IM sport.

Ski enough days in one season for a
Five-Mountain Pass to be worth it.

56
37

dent organization.

Watch a movie on Tuesday at
the 50 cent picture show.

Eat at Adam’s Mountain Cafe in
Manitou Springs.

38

Spend the night
at Eleven Mile.

39

Eat a Panino.

40

Set up a hammock somewhere on campus.

41

Go to the Sand Dunes

42

Climb Pikes.

58

Do community service. Seventy four percent of the student
body does some sort of volunteer work before they graduate.
Be a statistic.

57
59

Revisit Rastall as a senior to relive the memories
and stomach cramps.

Don’t forget to explore the Front Range.

60

Take the Focus on the Family
tour.

Contributors: Chrissie Long, Courtney Michel, Vicki
Murray, Ian Dowey, Josh Gewirtz, Danita Stewart,
Dan Goodnow, Gemma North, Robin Dunn, Courtney
Shannon, Micah Dolcort-Silver, Will Harrison, Kate
Chadwick, Lisa Converse, Allison Whitney.
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Kate Fitzgerald
Staff Writer

The Colorado College Women’s
Lacrosse team opened their season in expected fashion with
three wins.
The nationally fourth-ranked
Tigers defeated their ﬁrst opponent of the season, the University of Redlands Bulldogs on
Wednesday afternoon. The Tigers led the Bulldogs 8-0 at the
half, and the game ﬁnished 13-8.
CC’s attack was deep, with ten
different players tallying points.
The following Friday, the
Tigers defeated Linﬁeld College on Washburn Field for the
ﬁrst ever home night game for
women’s lacrosse. The Tigers
jumped ahead early with three
goals from junior attacker Kate
Fitzgerald in the ﬁrst four minutes of the game. Fitzgerald
ﬁnished with four goals and
one assist. Sophomore attackers
Mallory Newton and Hannah
Underdahl, freshman midﬁelders Alexa Dougherty and Ali
Zarlengo all posted two goals
and an assist.
On Sunday, the Tigers ﬁnished their perfect start to the
season by defeating the University of Dallas 13-0. All three
goaltenders, Dalton, Van Doren
and Sophomore Katie Shultze
helped post the team shutout.
Sneath scored the ﬁrst goal for
the Tigers and ﬁnished with two
goals. Newton and freshman

midﬁelder Rachel Walker paced
CC’s talented attack each ﬁnishing with two goals and an assist.
Fitzgerald and Zarlengo also
added two goals.
Now ranked fourth by the
Intercollegiate Women’s Lacrosse Coaches Association, the
wins came as no surprise to the
Tigers. The team is now gearing
up to play Drew University on

“Every year we have gone
one game further in the
tournament, and this year
that means we should be in
the national championship.”
Alana Dalton
March 15 and then traveling to
Virginia for spring break. While
in Lexington, Virginia, the Tigers will face Roanoke College,
(9) Williams College and (12)
Washington and Lee University, all extremely worthy opponents.
As a result of the Tigers unprecedented ﬁnish in the 2005
season, with the ﬁrst Division
III Final Four appearance for the
program, as well as any women’s lacrosse team from West of
the Mississippi River, the team

will face a much more grueling
and competitive schedule than
it has in the past. In the regular
season, the team will face four
teams nationally ranked in the
top 15, including top ranked,
reigning national champions,
The College of New Jersey.
When asked about the 2006
schedule, a huge smile spreads
across Head Coach Susan Stuart’s face. “I’m excited about our
schedule”, she said. “It gives us
better competition which will
hopefully prepare us for a better
post-season.”
While it is a schedule of the
highest caliber she has seen in
her eleven years as head coach,
Stuart is expecting the team to
either “repeat or go farther”
than the 2005 season. “We have
a deeper team this year, bringing more experience.”
The Tigers will also face SUNY
Cortland who will be eager for a
rematch as the Tigers defeated
in overtime last year to achieve
their Final Four birth. However, the returning players are
excited to prove they were not
just a one-season success. “We
have a great team”, said Dalton.
“We’re really excited to play a
more competitive schedule and
I think it will really prepare us
for the tournament. Every year
we have gone one game further
in the tournament, and this year
that means we should be in the
national championship.”
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Above: Students watch the Ultimate Frisbee
game from the rooftop of a sideline home.
Below: Sophomore Robert Andre reaches
above his opponents for a catch.
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Those who say that CC lacks school spirit have
obviously not been attending athletic events to
witness the fanfare. In the past two weeks, CC had
impressive turnouts at hockey games, women’s
lacrosse games, and the Ultimate Frisbee game
against the Air Force Academy. Perhaps the most
unique contest was the Ultimate Frisbee match.
The tutus sported by the Ultimate team, the
myriad of students crowded onto nearby rooftops
to cheer, and the intense tail-gating made Saturday’s
game against the Air Force Academy one that
exempliﬁes CC spirit.
“It was great to have that many fans,” sophomore
Andy Wentz said. “I think they were more there for
the beer, but that’s okay. It was cool to hear so many
people cheer.”
This was the third time the team faced Air Force
this year. From the previous two encounters, they
were 1-1. “Saturday’s game was a game of rallies,”
senior Casey Brazeal said. “At one point, we were
down 4-3 and then scored six consecutive points to
put the score at 9-4.”
CC had some incredible plays during their sixpoint run. Freshman Matt Bourke sailed in front of
a much larger defender to catch a throw in the end
zone that came from halfway down the ﬁeld.
Sophomore Captain Zack Kaufman misjudged a
throw to the end zone and jumped too early. As it
started to ﬂy past him, he extended his body into
a full layout dive but ultimately missed the catch,
despite a great effort.
During the second half, Air Force ran up their
points. CC struggled to stay ahead. “It was kind of
sloppy,” Wentz said. “We gave up ﬁve or six points
and we were making poor throws.”
For a while, the score was ﬁxed at 14-11 and CC
could not get the last catch to win.
“That ﬁnal point seemed to go on forever,”
Brazeal said. “Both teams committed turnovers, but
in the end, CC threw a forehand into the end zone
for the win.”
The CC Ultimate Frisbee team will play a
tournament this weekend at Colorado School of
Mines in Golden, CO.

Student perspective on
Winter Olympic Games
Leah Zipperstein
Staff Writer

Thank goodness we are back to
regular programming. No more
sob stories ending in triumph,
or Bob Costas interviews. No
more podium celebrations
with national ﬂags waving in
the background. And no more
lame attempts at increasing the
ratings. The Winter Olympics
are over. Bode Miller doesn’t
care and why should we. Yes,
I am happy that Scrubs is back
on TV.
I didn’t mind the Olympics.
Actually I enjoyed them; they
were a breath of fresh air. It
was a nice change of pace from
the world of sports mostly concerned with the popular American sports: football, baseball,
and basketball.
The Olympics showcase
sports that we rarely see and
open our minds to sports we
never knew existed.
While the ﬁgure skating competition is probably ‘the poster
child’ for the Winter Olympics,
the other sports are what make
the Winter Olympics stand out.
There are a surprisingly low
number of sports considering
the nonstop NBC coverage.
The ﬁrst event that I watched
of the ‘06 games in Torino was
the Women’s Downhill Skiing
competition. It was incredible.
Because I am not much of a skier, I was amazed at the sight of
these athletes ﬂying down the
side of the mountain.
Prior to American Lindsey
Kildow’s ﬁnal run, they showed
a replay of her fall during practice from a couple of days earlier. It was so bad that she was
rushed off to the hospital in a
helicopter. Luckily, she did not
suffer any broken bones, just severe bruising. However, it did
look as though her hopes for a
medal had disappeared. While
most would have called it quits,
declining to even compete in
the race, Kildow had other
plans. She took her chances
and skied through the pain. Although she came in eighth place,
her presence was a victory in
itself. Of course the goal is to
win gold, but really, just getting
to participate in the Olympics is
an incredible achievement.
All of the athletes should feel
proud because of the opportunity to represent themselves
and their countries on the greatest international stage of competition.
Enough with the sentimental talk, because really, what
would the Olympics be without those gold medals? The

Olympics only come around
every four years and for some
athletes that is the only chance
they get, success or failure, the
pressure is on. In the ﬁnals of
the men’s snowboard cross, I
found myself rooting for Seth
Wescott. I wasn’t cheering for
him because of his back-story:
nice guy who wants to ﬁnish
building his dream home in the
mountains of New England after the Olympics. No, not even
with the beautiful scenery clips
and Bob Costas’s narration, I
was rooting for Wescott because
he is American, enough said.
And it turned out to be a smart
choice because he did not disappoint.
Using his speed from the
turns on the course to propel
himself into the lead, Wescott
maintained his composure and
safely made it through the race
as the victor. In the women’s
snowboard cross, the Americans weren’t so lucky. American Lindsey Jacobellis had the
lead in the ﬁnal and all she had
to do in order to win the gold
was stay on her board, a simple
task for an experienced snowboarder. Well, apparently in the
sport of snowboarding there is
no easy way down the mountain; instead, it is cooler to go
for big air than to play it safe.
It cost Jacobellis the gold. She
tried to pull off a trick on a jump
but she didn’t make the landing,
which allowed Tanja Frieden of
Switzerland to sweep in and
take the gold.
Jacobellis took the silver,
but rather than being remembered for a ﬁrst place ﬁnish,
Jacobellis will be remembered
for her showboating. Maybe
in the snowboarding culture, it
is more respected to go all out
than just get it done, and I do respect that argument. However,
these were the Olympics and
that was the gold medal run.
Tricks are for kids and modesty
is for winners.
We will have to wait until
Vancouver in 2010 to get another ﬁx of those rare sports
that make the Winter Games
what they are--the best. Curling, you might wonder: how is
that a sport? If I understood it, I
could tell you, but I don’t. I just
watch and assume that what
they are doing involves strategy
and skill. And what about the
skeleton? It seems more frightening than athletic, but I am no
expert.
Through the Winter Olympics, I get to enjoy rather than
analyze. I get to be a kid in a
candy store, a sports enthusiast
in a winter wonderland.
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Veteran CC
soccer coach
retires
Chrissie Long
Sports Editor

After ﬁve years at Colorado
College, Scott Lamphear has
retired from soccer coaching to
pursue job in the private sector.
Lamphear was the assistant
coach for the Men’s Soccer
Program for two years, the
assistant coach for the Women’s
Soccer Program for three years,
and ﬁlled in as acting head
coach for the women’s team in a
transition period.
“Scott contributed to the
program in many ways,” Head
Coach Geoff Bennett said. “There
wasn’t anything Scott wouldn’t
do to make us better.”
Lamphear played Division I
soccer throughout his four years
at the University of Wisconsin.
He served as captain and helped
bring his team to the national
championships. Upon graduating,
he was drafted by Major League
Soccer’s New York/New Jersey
Metro Stars and played for them
during the 1997 season.
“Scott
is
extremely
knowledgeable about the game
and he conveys his knowledge to
the players very well,” Bennett
said. “He got along with all the
players and was a great asset to
the staff.”
Junior Captain Katlin Okamoto
agreed, “Scott brought the right
attitude as a former player and
competitor to instill a constructive
and high intensity environment.
He has a great personality and is
very passionate about soccer.”
Lamphear was offered an
opportunity with SYColeman,
a government contractor in
the Springs, and he felt he
couldn’t pass it up. He cited a
more consistent schedule with
SYColeman and more time to
spend with his wife among
reasons for leaving.
“A major
reason I left when I did is because
the current staff is so strong,”
Lamphear added. “They won’t
miss a beat.
“I predict this will be an
NCAA tournament team by
2007,” Lamphear said. Adding
his apologies to Bennett he said,
“Geoff is very, very superstitious
and I might have just jinxed the
2006 and 2007 seasons.”
Both Lamphear and Bennett
agree that the best moment in
their time together was defeating
the nationally ranked University
of Nebraska Cornhuskers this
past season.
“That was the type of victory
that deﬁnes a player’s career,”
Lamphear said. “It was especially
exciting because we didn’t just
get lucky. The team played with
strategy and we took it to them.”
On the ﬁeld, Lamphear was
demanding and intense, but he
also brought a sense of humor and
could ﬁt in as one of the players.
He liked to show off his dance
skills, especially the running
man, and once recited the entire
McDonald’s menu in a rap.
“We will deﬁnitely miss Scott,”
Okamoto said. “Even his stingy
food rations on away trips and
his love for Eminem.”
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CC co-hosts the ﬁrst collegiate cycling race of the year
Kasey Rumrill
Guest Writer

outstanding performances,
considering they are relatively new to the race. Ruggles ﬁnished ﬁrst in Men’s
C and Whetzel ﬁnished
third in Women’s B. Three
of our female racers—Lisa
Auchincloss,
Adrienne
Ross, and Kasey Rumrill—
placed in the top 10 in the
Women’s A race, an accomplishment for our team and
statement to our ﬁne-tuned
ﬁtness level this early in the
season.
The day ended with relief and enthusiasm, along
with anticipation for the
road race on the following day. Sunday morning
dawned even earlier than
Saturday—the road race
at Air Force needed to begin in the wee hours of the
morning in order to ﬁnish
by noon.
In this race, competitors completed three to ﬁve
laps—depending on their
racing category—of a 10mile loop strewn with hill
climbs and fast descents.
Sophomore Todd Nordblom gave a strong performance, ﬁnishing sixth out
of 33 riders in Men’s A.
In the future, CC will be
competing at cycling races
around Colorado and Wyoming in preparation for
their return to nationals at
the end of the year. You can
visit their website at www.
tigercycling.com and check
out your home team.

The parking lot at World
Arena is no longer solely
for cars. Move your vehicles and make way for the
two-wheeled phenomenon
of collegiate cycling!
This
past
weekend
marked the ofﬁcial start of
the collegiate racing season, and CC and Air Force
co-hosted three races. On
Saturday, the morning began bright and deﬁnitely
too early as the 20 mile
�������������������������� team time trial commenced
at 8 a.m.
Senior Joey Crabb jumps over DU goalie to attempt a score. CC lost to
Teams of three to ﬁve
DU in sudden death last Thursday. The two teams tied, Friday.
riders completed time trials
down a 10-mile loop on Air
Force property, attempting to gain the fastest time
Sterling is totally not-to-be-f***edMax Geller
utilizing the principles of
with. Sterling, who simply by not
Staff Writer
playing for DU deserves the Hobey teamwork and the physics
of drafting.
We should not congratulate the
more than the capricious Carle, is
As the day progressed,
Denver University Hockey Team on the most deserving player nation.
CC racers rushed to the
their recent championships or the
Last Thursday, before Carle’s
World Arena to help run
sudden-death overtime goal with
evil, cheating teammates injured
our own criterium. Many
which they defeated us last ThursSterling and forced from the game,
thanks to the numerous
day. We should castigate for them
the inspirational Sterling had not
volunteers who graciously
for who they are and what they
only scored two goals, but also asrepresent.
sisted on another. But I’ve got news donated their time to ensure our portion of the race
The theme of DU’s seventh
for you: Bret will only bring the
ran smoothly! The criteriglory home if you help, you must
birthday party was Auschwitz.
um consisted of categories
They, as a unit, perform fellatio on
vote. The reality is they won’t just
give the award to Bret even though of racers careening around
the giant, multi-colored phallus
there can be no argument made that the parking lot, completing
looming over society. Their fans
roughly 30 laps in half an
he is undeserving. Carle will win
are bigots; what’s worse, they’re
hour.
the kind of cross-burning/monthly- the Hobey if he earns more votes.
Many of our racers comAs soon as this sentence ends, don’t
Holocaust-Denial-newsletter-publishing/redneck-civillian-armedwalk, RUN to the closest computer, peted in this fast-paced,
spectator-friendly
race.
boarder-vigilante-idolizing type of
log onto hobeybaker.com [sic] and
Freshmen
Tyler
Ruggles
resourceful bigots who are motivat- cast your vote, as many votes as
and Annie Whetzel had
ed to drive from whichever intoleryou can, for Bret Sterling.
ance hotbeds they happen to
reside-in—all the way to the
World Arena whenever their
dubiously beloved Pioneers
play our Tigers so they can
call me and my fellow righteous fans such incomprehensibly original epithets.
One the Neanderthalish bearded guy—who, I’ll
permit myself to point out,
was driving one of those
�������
otiose soccer-mom-monster������������
truck barbarities that get only
��������
twelve freakin’-goddamns to
��������
the gallon—who saw me as I
walked through the parking
lot and giggled as he informed me that my CC jacket
was, now get this, “gay.”
(And no, that homophobia
counts as a form of bigotry is
not a matter of opinion, it is a
fact that only bigots dispute.)
Moreover, the Pioneers
themselves need to be
stopped. They have a player
who not only has the last
name of Dingle, but is also
considered a wanted man by
The Hague. Their back-up
goalie, who was hilariously
castrated by his coach last
Thursday when he pulled
him in the middle of the
second period, revels in the
�������������������
fact that his teammates af������������
fectionately nicknamed him
��������������������
Pinochet.
Denver has this defender, Matt Carle, who’s got
this crazy notion of seizing college hockey’s most
����������������������
� � � �������������
prestigious individual honor
������������������
away from our Bret Sterling.

DU should be condemned
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CC nomad ﬁnds home in an on-the-go self
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Jeff Wilson
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Staff Writer

Which dorm deﬁnes me as
an individual? Where would
I ﬁnd the sanctity I hoped for
when transferring to CC? What
environment will foster the
personal development I long for
in my life? I have searched hard
for an answer to these questions,
even if at the moment for no
greater reason than my housing
application due tomorrow.
For most of my adolescence
and now early adulthood, I have
disliked where I lived. Whether
it was my full-of-expensivecrap-but-little-soul house that I
lived in growing up, or even my
free reign apartment in Boulder
last year, the grass just always
seemed like it would be greener
somewhere else.
Some of the happiest days
for me are the weeks on either
side of a move—the anticipation
of getting the hell away from
whatever I had come to hate at
one place, and the ﬁrst week of
joy before realizing that all of
my problems and vices simply

Staff Writer
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my Bob Marley poster. This
collection of generic toiletries
and ARC T-shirts is located in
the utopia known as Mathias,
where anything that isn’t brick
is inevitably destroyed by one of

����������������������������

time in my room as possible. It is
a lonely place ﬁlled with random
stuff that I have accumulated
thinking at one time or another
that all I needed in life was a
personal coffee maker or some
Christmas lights to wrap around

the many intoxicated residents.
Perhaps too frequently, I ﬁnd
drinking and smoking to be a
semi-effective means for dealing
with my dreary surroundings.
There is, however, a lesson to
be learned here: You can put all

your belongings into any room
and it’s still just a room, be it in
Mathias or in the Taj Mahal. You
can hang a Pink Floyd poster
anywhere but that won’t make it
a home. Point is, where you live
may reﬂect you, but it will never
deﬁne you, no matter how hard
you try to ﬁnd a perfect place. I
speak from experience.
So to any vagabonds like
myself unsatisﬁed with their
living arrangement, be it this
year or for next, I urge you to
search for a home not from
within your surroundings but
within yourself. Someone wise
once stated, “Home is where
you make it,” but I contest that
home is not a thing that can be
‘made,’ but rather is a state of
consciousness that can only
be achieved through personal
discovery and insight. If you are
truly at home in your heart, no
place will ever be too foreign.
To those who wander without
looking within, not even the
cushiest of chairs will ever bring
peace to the soul.

��������������������������������������������������������
Brenna Swift

C

move with me. Place after place,
I kept expecting that somewhere
would offer me the hope for
which I thirsted.
This year has been no
exception. I try to spend as little

It seems that young people
are constantly being reminded
of
the
“real
world’s”
rigorous competitiveness. We
receive endless instructions
from the older and more
experienced—parents,
everyday acquaintances, and
professors—for coming out on
top in this apparently man-eatman environment. ‘Accomplish
things that will make you
stand out. Build your resume
to show employers that you’re
a leader.’ In their advice, these
wise individuals stress the
importance of the competitive
edge and urge us to achieve
on the highest level possible.
Whether by a direct statement
or a subtler, unspoken message,
those who fall behind are
reproached or made to exemplify
bad character.
I’m not sure if our many
mentors communicate such
strong messages by intention
or by subconscious mistake.
Maybe they simply mean we
shouldn’t be lazy and impart
a more forceful ethic than they
would like. Maybe they honestly
do want us to view peers as
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competitive enemies. But in any
case, their exhortations have
given the competitive nature
of the so-called real world a
place in almost every level of
America’s educational system.
I’m an impressionable person,
one who believes much of
what she hears and constantly
admires the actions of others.
For these reasons, I’m very
likely to perceive and heed
competitive inﬂuences where
others might simply ignore
them. Perhaps I also have a
penchant for exaggeration,
adding the misgivings and
competitive demands of my
own mind to the well-meaning
advice of my elders. This would
indeed distort my objective
view of the world. But my
misgivings,
self-demands,
and readiness to participate in
competition must come from
somewhere. And after thinking
back on my experiences in
school, their source is really
no mystery. A young person’s
impulse to compete emerges on
the advice—the praise, reproach,
and encouragement—of her
elders. Eventually it becomes
apparent that these elders,
among them the manipulators of
the real world and the deciders
of youths’ future, expect no less
than stellar achievement.
Countless outside inﬂuences
urge young people like me to
make competition a priority.
Deep down, I absolutely hate
the unforgiving quality of
competition. But competition
is integrated with everyday
experience in very subtle ways.
Even though I participate in
competition only when it is part
of something I desire for other
reasons, I’m still forced to make
it a fundamental part of my life.
In class, a student may try
to engage with the material
and learn for the sake of
knowledge. But the presence

of grades as a “measuring
tool”
encourages
constant
competitive
comparisons
among all classmates. Grades
and test scores bring some
students from high school to
college—or college to graduate
school—while leaving others
facedown in the dust. If a kid
wants to arrive at her desired
future, she simply mustn’t let
this happen to her. So in making
grades her priority, she’s drawn

Grades and test
scores bring some
students from high
school to college—or
college to graduate
school—while leaving
others face-down in
the dust.
into the realm of competition
and comparison.
Before she knows it she’s
studying hard and enrolling in
difﬁcult classes only to appease
the admissions ofﬁce and get that
competitive edge on her peers.
Furthermore, success brings her
admiration. She’s sometimes
even cited by the numerous
instructors of the young as an
example of “excellence.” Can
she stop being competitive now?
Nope—not if she’s got plans
and ambitions. She fears that if
she forgets competition, she will
indeed be left in the dust. This
is how America’s educational
climate encourages delinquency
and resignation in some,
hard-driving competitiveness
in others. As the prices of a
college or graduate school
education rise and scholarships

grow in demand, the middle
ground between these two
categories seems to shrink
rapidly. Recognizing this, a
high-achieving student may
ﬁnd the actual content of a
class—and hence its original
purpose—exceedingly boring
or aggravating. But since she
cares so much about her grades
and the resulting competitive
edge, she forces herself to excel
and demonstrate her apparent
academic gifts.
Wait. According to her many
instructors, the student must
engage in some other activities
to stay competitive. Here, the
instructors’ advice truly does
reﬂect an important aspect of
the real world: Schools and
companies want to see a great
deal of community service
and
leadership
experience
on your resume. It will show
that you care about others and
are capable of making active
contributions. Schools and
employers are indeed right in
expecting this of their applicants
and making it a part of their
broader ethic. But mixed with
constant exhortations for high
achievement and demands
for the “edge” of superiority,
these
noble
undertakings
become nothing more than a
competitive territory. She was
once genuinely interested in
the causes involved, concerned
for the people affected. But now
the student seeks to participate
in volunteer projects only so
that she may describe them
on her resume. She may even
ﬁnd herself embellishing these
descriptions, creating ﬁctional
leadership roles for herself or
dramatically exaggerating her
time commitments. This is the
realm of competition—knockdown, drag-out, and conducive
to dishonesty even when it seeks
to do good!

Continued on page 15
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Blair Woodbury
Staff Writer

Thirty years ago Nixon did
America a great favor by
organizing a break-in of
Democratic headquarters in the
Watergate Hotel. The scandal
that resulted enraged the
American people and shamed
Washington into passing some
of the most deep-seeded reforms
of the past century.
Everything in Washington
was questioned. Lobbying
reform was passed. Greater
government oversight was
mandated. The institutionalized
corruption on Capitol Hill was
confronted.
Jack Abramoff, the disgraced
lobbyist who has plead guilty to
charges of bribery, fraud, and tax
evasion, has provided Congress
with another opportunity to ﬁx
their broken political machine.
His charges, along with those
of Randall Cunningham, former
House
of
Representatives
member recently sentenced
to eight years in prison for
accepting bribes, and Tom Delay,
former Majority leader in the
House of Representatives facing
charges of money laundering,
have forced lawmakers to
review the way they do business
and account for the enormous
gaps in accountability.
This week the Senate
Rules Committee brought the
Legislative Transparency and
Accountability Act to the ﬂoor in
an effort to signiﬁcantly reform
government ethics. The new bill
is a compromise between several
proposals previously sponsored
by bipartisan and Democratic
groups.

Competition,
education,
and success

Continued from page 14

According to many people,
staying competitive is the key
to one’s future. And because
they hold it so important to
the future, these people have
made competition a vital part
of the American education. But
I’m forced to conclude that the
strong presence of competition
in America’s educational system
has corrupted both the strictly
academic and the extracurricular.
In short, students are forced to
prioritize the competitive edge
at the expense of real interest
and concern. If it fails to create
genuine passion for knowledge
or empathy for those in need,
how can such emphasis on
competition be good for
America’s youth? Some would
argue that it successfully
eliminates apathy and laziness.
But I think that a student who
“achieves at a high level” only
for the sake of competition
might not really be achieving
much at all. And since I’m also a
student and interested in doing
well, I must continually remind
myself of this belief—against
the advice of my numerous
elder instructors. Will you help
me out?

�����������������������

The
ﬁrst
Congressional
kickback on the chopping block
is the use of charter ﬂights.
Senator Barak Obama, who
has been at the forefront of
ethics reform, recently swore
off privately funded charter
ﬂights, admitting that they are
a form of soft money political
contributions from corporations.
Several senators with broadly
distributed
constituencies
oppose the measure, but it
seems unlikely that supporting
a senator’s right to ride in
corporately funded private jets
will be a very popular stance.
Other major restrictions

proposed in the bill include the
elimination of ﬂoor privileges
for former congressional aides
working for lobbyists, a ban
on all gifts from lobbyists, preapproval of all travel by the
Senate ethics committee, and
limits on the contact a lobbyist
related to a lawmaker can have
with congressional aides.
Some of the most important
components of the bill, however,
relate to earmarks. These special
projects, far too speciﬁc to be
brought up before the entire
congress, are rarely reviewed by
lawmakers before approval. The
legislation brought forth this

week attempts to greatly limit
the insertion of earmarks into
conference reports.
When a similar bill is passed
in both the House and the
Senate, a conference committee,
composed of members from
both chambers, meets to form
a suitable compromise between
the two bills. The resulting
committee report is then sent
to both chambers for ﬁnal
approval, oftentimes only hours
before a vote. The members
of the conference committee,
appointed by the senior
leadership of the House and the
Senate, frequently insert costly
projects into the bill which
have nothing to do with the
proposed legislation. When the
ﬁnal version of a bill is released
just hours before its approval,
no member of congress has the
opportunity to review it in its
entirety.
Days of debate are erased
by a hasty vote on a committee
report nobody has read.
On Wednesday, Senator
Lott (R-MS) acknowledged
the explosion in the number
of earmarks in recent years,
comparing a highway bill in
the eighties with a little over
a hundred special projects
to this year’s highway bill,
which contained thousands of
earmarks.
The proposed bill in the
Senate would allow congress
to remove earmarks without
completely
scrapping
a
committee report. Currently,
if a chamber of congress
disapproves of earmarks in
the ﬁnal version of a bill, the
only way to remove them is to
reject the bill altogether, forcing
congress to restart the debate

over the legislation.
The
senate’s
current
proposal would also require
that committee reports be
posted online 24 hours before
congress approves them, giving
congressional
ofﬁces
and
reporters more time to review
legislation before representatives
are forced to make a ﬁnal vote.

American
democracy is like
a car without a
steering wheel right
now.
American democracy is
like a car without a steering
wheel right now. Legislation
regulating lobbying, earmarks,
and campaign ﬁnance is
dangerously inadequate. The
careful
legislative
process
established by our nation’s
founders has been perverted by
political maneuvering that gives
the wealthy a disproportionately
large role in policymaking
and allows senior members of
congress to redraft legislation
behind closed doors.
The
scandals
involving
Jack
Abramoff,
Randall
Cunningham, and Tom Delay
have forced politicians to steer
away from the appearance of
corruption. Their response to
the Legislative Transparency
and Accountability Act will
demonstrate whether or not
congress has the integrity to
actually do so.
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Staff Writer

When most people refer to our
campus as “liberal” it seems to
mean that most students don’t
like Bush, we are concerned for
the oppressed, and we are not
sexist or racist. Further, people
can tell that these attitudes are
accurate, because whenever
politics come up most students
support these liberal ideologies
and we typically do not hear
sexist or racist comments, and
when you don’t hear it, it’s not
there, right?
Colorado College students,
like many people all over
the country, are consumed
by political correctness. We
typically know what is or is
not acceptable language to use
or attitudes to express and in
many ways, this seems like a
wonderful thing. It is nice not
to hear offensive comments in
classrooms and in most social
situations. The question we
need to ask, though, is whether
or not the sentiments behind
the language might still linger,
and further what are the
consequences of silence if this
is so.
Looking back at United States
history, we see times of horrible
oppression of certain groups.

The civil rights movement was
a much needed response to
overt racism and oppression
in our country and was brief
period of rapid change and
progress. Today, it seems that
there has been a stagnation of
that progress. While it is easy
to say that the movement has
slowed because conditions have
improved, I don’t think that this
is entirely the case. Looking at
crime rates, poverty rates, and
general wages anyone can tell
that there are still oppressive
forces at work in our society.
They simply are not as obvious
as they once were.
Before ‘political correctness’
emerged, it was easy to tell
who was racist and sexist. The
language simply reﬂected the
attitudes. The current situation,
in contrast, is much more
complex. Today we talk about
“covert” racism and sexism, i.e.
attitudes that aren’t as blatant
as they once were. Everyone
knows that it is not okay to
think that women are inferior to

Home is Where the Heart Is

Before ‘political
correctness’ emerged,
it was easy to tell who
was racist and sexist.
The language simply
reﬂected the attitudes.
men or that Blacks are inferior
to Whites and so most educated
people will not express those
attitudes in public. Just because
the public knows that these
aren’t acceptable things to say,
however, does not mean that the
attitudes themselves are gone.
It’s like standing in a room with
a naked person and turning
off the lights. Just because
you can’t see that they have no
clothes on does not mean that
they are fully clothed. Simply
because people obey the rules
of political correctness does not

mean that racism and sexism no
longer exists.
I am afraid that in a time
of “P.C.” behavior, important
issues are no longer thought of
as pressing. We, as a society, are
content with letting crime run
rampant in impoverished Black
neighborhoods because there
apparently aren’t true racists
left. The fact that women are
still paid signiﬁcantly less than
men doing the same jobs isn’t
a big deal because people are
no longer saying that women
should not pursue careers of
their own. Political Correctness
makes things seem okay even if
they aren’t, and in this sense, is
very counter-productive. There
are lingering attitudes of sexism
and racism, and they exist even
in a place like this liberal college
campus. In a “P.C.” environment
such as this, however, they never
get addressed.
I think we should all reevaluate why we are or are
not expressing certain things
in classes and to our peers,
and we should consider why
we respond to “unacceptable”
comments with offense. Are we
truly concerned with the issues
at hand? Do we really care to
address the attitudes behind the
language, or are we all simply
content and consumed with just
being “P.C.”?
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Friday 3.10
Hedwig and the Angry Inch 6:00 p.m.

Gender-neutral housing presents dinner, discussion, and the viewing of
this musical-turned-movie in the WES Room.

Voice Recital 7:30 p.m.
Kathleen Schmidt presents her senior voice recital “Beloved” in Packard
Hall, including music by Mozart, Handel, and CC’s Ofer Ben-Amots.

Faculty Dance Concert 8:00 p.m.
The drama and dance department presents dance professors perform
and reconstruct Vaslav Nijinsky’s “The Afternoon of the Faun” in Armstrong theater. $2 with CC ID.

Sunday 3.12
Dance Theater 6:00 p.m.
CC and the Colorado Springs Dance Theater present the Nrityagram
Dance Ensemble of India performing in Armstrong Theater. Tickets $2
at Worner Desk with CC ID.

Monday 3.13
Archeology Lecture 12:15 p.m.
The anthropology department presents CU Boulder Professor Dr. Stephen Lekson speaking on “New Thoughts on the Ancient Southwest” in
Barnes Room 407.

Freeman Asian Scholars 3:15 p.m.

One Act 8:00 p.m.
Molly Adams performs in, directs, and produces her show You’ve Been
Gone Awhile in the Whitney Elecrtic Building behind Wooglins. Also
showing Saturday, seating limited each night.

Bryan Norrington and Mallory Sevey discuss their experiencse as Freeman Scholars in Japan with a question and answer session to follow, in
the WES room. Japanese food will be served.

Demands of Politics 7:30 p.m.

Goethe 8:00 p.m.
The German department sponsors its students and faculty presenting a
multimedia view of Goethe’s Faust, Part I in Max Kade Theater in commemoration of the 40th anniversary of German theater on campus.

Music, Dessert 9:00 p.m.—12:00 a.m.
As part of Faith Week a Music and Ice Cream Extravaganza will be held
at Sacred Grounds. The Blackhorn Project will perform.

Saturday 3.11
Step Show, Album Release 7:00 p.m.
BSU hosts a step show in El Pomar featuring performances by Black
Jig Saw, Big Drug, DJ Jimeni and others all releasing their Kornbread
Records album “G-HOUSE Da Bumpalation Vol. 1.”

$5 Matinee

Weekend Showing
Kimball’s Twin Peaks
The 3 Burials of Melquiades Estrada

2:30 5:15 8:00
Mrs. Henderson Presents

2:45

5:00

Night Watch

7:45

Anne Norton, author of various books and articles on popular culture
and political theory, lectures on “Jacques Derrida on the Demands of
Politics” in Bemis Great Hall.

Study Break 8:00 p.m.—10:00 p.m.
Music will be playing as students enjoy chai, tea, coffee, hot chocolate,
and more in Benji’s during a break from end-of-block studies.

Tuesday
day 3.14
Lecture: Immigration 7:00 p.m.
The CC Business and Community Alliance presents Professor Eric Popkin and 2004 Alumnus Hector Suarez discussing “Drawing the Line on
the American Dream: U.S. Immigration Policy in 2006” in Bemis.

